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Starting from an ab initio intermolecular potential, we have calculated the mean field states for the 
librations in the ordered a  and y  phases of solid N 2, using a basis of spherical harmonics up to 
/max =  12. The correlation between the mean field solutions was then taken into account via a 
libron model based on the random-phase approximation or time-dependent Hartree method. The 
calculated librational frequencies are rather accurate, showing that the discrepancies in earlier 
results with the ab initio potential are mainly due to the breakdown of (quasi-)harmonic models for 
the librations, even in the ordered phases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Solid nitrogen under its own vapor pressure can exist in 
two phases, the low temperature a  phase and the high tem­
perature ¡3 phase. The a-[3 phase transition occurs at tem­
perature TaP =  35.6 K. Above 4 kbar a third phase is 
known, the y  phase, and at still higher pressures, above 49 
kbar, a new phase (¿5 ) has recently been found1,2 and another 
phase (6) has been predicted.3 In these papers we shall look at 
the a, f3, and y  modifications which have been extensively 
studied experimentally. The a  and y  phases are ordered so­
lids in which the molecules perform oscillations around their 
equilibrium positions and equilibrium orientations; especial­
ly the angular oscillations have considerable amplitudes. In 
the disordered ¡3 phase the angular motions are even more 
violent such that the orientational distribution function is 
expected to be almost constant for all angles. A schematic 
drawing of the structures of these phases is given in Figs. 1 (a), 
(b), and (c). For more information on the results of experi­
mental and theoretical work on solid nitrogen prior to 1976 
we refer to the review of Scott.4
In the following we report the results of a new theoreti­
cal study of the molecular motions in solid nitrogen. There 
are two main reasons which make a study like this highly 
interesting.
(i) The starting point of any study of the dynamics of 
molecular crystals is the description of the intermolecular 
potential. Normal practice is to introduce a model descrip­
tion of this potential in which several parameters are free to 
be chosen. Next the dynamics calculations are performed for 
different values of the model parameters, and finally these 
parameters are fixed by a minimization of the difference 
between the calculated and observed properties of the crys­
tals, such as structures and phonon frequencies. Much work 
has been done5-7 on the choice of the model potentials and 
there exist now several models which seem to do their job 
reasonably well. A great disadvantage of the procedure de­
scribed above, however, is that the final parameters depend 
largely on the approximations made in the dynamics calcu­
lations. The model potentials thus obtained may be satisfac­
tory for representing the (solid state) data to which they have 
been fitted, but in the cases where this has been investigated, 
they did not yield other (gas phase and liquid state) proper­
ties very well. It is therefore of great value that, for nitrogen, 
we can use a potential which was obtained from quantum 
chemical calculations,8,9 independent of any dynamics 
study. This potential has now been tested in several bulk 
properties: virial coefficients,10 transport properties, Ray­
leigh linewidths, and rotational relaxation coefficients11 of 
gaseous N 2 and liquid state properties,12 which are generally 
found to be quite accurate. It has been used in self-consistent 
phonon (SCP) calculations on solid N 213 with good results 
for the static properties and excellent agreement with experi­
ment for the translational phonon frequencies. The libra­
tional phonon frequencies came out about 30% too high, but 
this was believed to be due mainly to the failure of the dyna­
mical (SCP) model to account for the strongly anharmonic 
librations. In the present paper we investigate these libra­
tions.
(ii) In most molecular crystals the molecules are trapped 
in deep potential wells. The lattice dynamics calculations 
can be done within the harmonic approximation, and they 
are by now fairly standard.5 In some cases anharmonic ef­
fects appear to be important and these are most often intro­
duced perturbatively.5 At higher temperatures, however, 
especially in the neighborhood of phase transitions, molecu­
lar motions are so violent that perturbation calculations do 
not seem to be of much value. (Moreover, in view of the fact 
that the perturbation series for a quartic anharmonic oscilla­
tor has a vanishing range of convergence,14 one should be 
very careful with lattice dynamics perturbation calcula­
tions.) In solid nitrogen, especially in the ¡3 phase, but, to a 
lesser degree also in a  and ^nitrogen, the molecules perform 
angular motions which are intermediate between harmonic 
librations and free rotations. The study of molecular mo­
tions in this region is far from standard, and poses a challeng­
ing problem.
In this paper we confine ourselves to the pure rotational 
motions of the molecules. In a harmonic approximation this 
would be possible exactly at certain points in the Brillouin 
zone. In general the decoupling of the translational and the 
rotational motions can only be justified approximately. Ex­
amples of systems in which it has been successfully applied 
are the methane and deuterated methane crystals15-17 and 
the hydrogen crystals.18-20 Also in the case of nitrogen de­
coupling has been applied previously.21-24 In a forthcoming
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FIG. 1. Crystal structures of a, /?, and y  nitrogen, according to Ref. 4,
paper we will describe the coupled rotational-translational 
motions of the molecules.
Let us briefly outline the theoretical model that we have 
used. In contrast with the SCP scheme5,25 which is essential­
ly a (quasi-)harmonic model, we approach the solution from 
the side of freely rotating molecules. Using free rotor states 
as a basis we construct states for each particle, which de­
scribe its rotational motion and which effectively contain the 
influence of all neighboring molecules. Thus it is possible to 
retain the full anharmonic potential, without any further 
approximation. After we have constructed the single particle 
states, we use these states to build the states of the whole 
crystal and we calculate the corresponding energies. Again it 
is possible to include the full potential without further ap­
proximation. The approximation in the above procedure is 
introduced by employing only part of the single particle 
states. The above procedure is not at all new but it has not 
been applied very extensively, and never with an ab initio 
potential. Moreover, we shall extend the existing theory, by 
looking at the stability conditions for the mean field solu­
tions (in paper II) and by including explicitly the transla­
tional coupling (in paper III). Therefore we give in Sec. II the 
formulas that we have programmed; references to the origi­
nal literature can also be found in this section.
II. MODEL AND THEORETICAL METHODS 
A. The Hamiltonian
The system we are concerned with consists of a periodic 
crystal of librating molecules with their centers of mass fixed 
at the equilibrium positions, the lattice sites P. After the in­
troduction of a suitably chosen unit cell for the “center of  
mass crystal,” the position vector of P  =  {n,z) can be written 
as R P =  Rn +  r,, where n represents the three indices of the 
unit cell to which P  belongs, Rn the position vector of the 
origin of this unit cell, and r, the position vector of P  relative 
to this origin. The orientation of a molecule at position P  will 
be described by the polar angles f l P =  (0P,cpP j of its molec­
ular axis. The intermolecular energy of two molecules at 
positions P  and P ', respectively can then be written as
X ? ,  (R p p .
/-2 
m 2
x c ^ ( n P) c ^ ( n P. ) c ^ ( R PP. ) . ( i )
Here, Rppi R p' R P and R pp. is the unit vector along
(/i,/2,/3) and
\ m ]}m 2,m3}, respectively; C („]({2 ) is a Racah spherical har-
R P/>.; 1 and m denote the index sets
monic, and the symbol following the second summation 
sign is a 3-j coefficient. The coefficients cp\[RPP-) are related 
to the ab initio calculated coefficients Vlj ^ [ R PP.) of Bems 
and van der Avoird9 by <P\(Rpp') 
=  ((2/, +  l)(2/2 +  l)(2/3 +  1 ) ) i n V,M j (RPP.). In general 
they satisfy several symmetry relations,27,28 which in the 
case of homonuclear diatomic molecules imply that only co­
efficients with /, and l3 even can be nonzero.
We write the crystal Hamiltonian as a sum of one-parti- 
cle terms and two-particle terms plus a constant:
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L P(ilP) =  B + X V^(P)C^(nP) ,
l,m
<PPP. (Í2P, Í2P. )
=  2  \{nP] x ^ L S P , P ' ) c ^ ( n P.).
/ , ,m,  l2, m 2
(3a)
(3b)
The primes at the summation signs in Eqs. (3a) and (3b) indi­
cate that the value 1 = 0 should be omitted from the summa­
tions (this convention is used throughout this paper). J(i2P) is 
the angular momentum vector operator associated with the 
molecule at position P, and B  its rotation constant. Because 
we assume that the centers of mass of the molecules are fixed 
to their equilibrium positions, the first term in Eq. (3a) repre­
sents the complete kinetic energy of the molecule at position 
P. The constant U c and the coefficients V[!J[P) and 
^ m ’!,2m2(PyP') are given by
U c 0 X X ^ 0.0,0 (^PP') — X p ’ 
¿  p  
p  ^ P '
(4a)
V [m(P) =  (2/ +  1) 2( — 1)' X  <Pko.ARpp' )C ^ [R pp.)* ,
P'^P
(4b)
X ^ X ( P , P ' ) =  Y  cpx{RPP.)





These quantities are invariant under any lattice translation 
of the center of mass crystal; in fact in the nitrogen crystals 
UP and V [ln](P) are also independent of the sublattice index /, 
so that we can omit the label P. Finally, because we neglect 
the translational displacements, many terms will cancel in 
Eq. (4b) at points of high site symmetry. For example, in a -  
the 1 =  [ 2,0,2 j and 1 =  j 0,2,2 J terms drop out complete­
ly.
B. The mean field approximation




where H 0 can be any Hamiltonian. (X ) 0 is the thermody­
namic average of the operator X  over the eigenstates of H 0,
( X ) 0 = Z q  1 Tr X  exp( — /3H0) with Z0 =  Tr 
exp( — /3Hq) and ¡3 — (kBT ) ~ x as usual [kB is Boltzmann’s 
constant); A 0 = — k B T \n  Z 0 and A is the free energy of the 
system with Hamiltonian H. The approximation then con­
sists of letting H 0 be a sum of one-particle operators
R 0 (6)
such that A..„ is stable against all variations of H™v(flP).var
This leads to the coupled set of equations
H ^ ( n P) L (Op) + ^  (<Ppp‘({2 p,i2 p')) p'
P V P
L(nP) + &™F(nP). (7)
Here ( X ) P. denotes the thermodynamic average of X  over 
the eigenstates of H ^ ( i 2 P-). The Eqs. (7) have to be solved
self-consistently. In principle, H  ™F can be different for every 
P. In practice, of course, one imposes symmetry relations on 
the solutions of Eq. (7). This means that one chooses a unit 
cell, compatible with the symmetry of the center of mass 
crystal, and then puts H  equal to H   ^F for all P  and P ' for 
which is equal to a lattice vector. Next, one introduces 
unit cell symmetry, also compatible with the symmetry of 
the center of mass crystal, such that the mean field Hamilto­
nians on different sublattices are related.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to those solutions of 
Eq. (7) that have the experimentally observed symmetry. As 
a result we have, in all cases, only one independent molecule 
per unit cell, whose mean field is given by
MF,p W p ) = x  F m c ^ f i p ) ,
l ,m
(8a)
F [X(P) =  Z  X  X ^ ( P , P ' ) { C <*>>„. .
k ,n  P V P
(8b)
The molecular field acting on a molecule at position P ' is 
then completely determined by the symmetry of the unit cell, 
and can be obtained by a rotation of the mean field of the 
independent molecule over the Euler angles 
coP. =  (a P., ftp ■ ,yP. ]. As a result, the mean field of the mol­
ecule at P ', when measured in a coordinate frame which is 
rotated over the Euler angles coP• relative to the laboratory 
frame, is given by @™F(f2P.), where f l P. denotes the polar 
angles of the molecule at P ' relative to the rotated coordinate 
frame. Because in all cases the Euler angles are such that 
L (fiP-) is invariant under the corresponding transformation, 
the mean field Hamiltonian at P '  is given by H™F(f2P.). 
From this we conclude that the thermodynamic average of 
C (n \ { 2P') is equal to ( C {^ ]) P, and therefore that
(C * ')p .  = Y ( C * ' ) PD ^ n(coP-)
m
(9)
For the Euler angles and the Wigner matrices D [k \co) we use 
the conventions of Edmonds.26 Introducing Eq. (9) into Eq.
(8b), we find
/■<''(ƒ>) =  X  Y ^ ( P ) ( C ' nk ')P ,
k ,n




Equations (7), (8a), and (10) constitute the set of equations 
that we shall solve self-consistently. In order to calculate 
( C (k)) P, we first diagonalize and then perform
the averaging in the obvious way. The diagonalization gives 
us eigenfunctions of the mean field Hamiltonian, which will 
be used in the next section. In order to perform the diagonali­
zation in practice we must introduce a basis; the most con­
venient basis for the current problem is the basis of tesseral 
harmonics because the mean field Hamiltonian is real and 
symmetric in this basis.
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Once we have obtained the mean field Hamiltonians we In the derivation of this result we have used the translational
can calculate the thermodynamic properties17 of the system. symmetry, and the fact that at T  =  0 the ground state aver-
The free energy is found from Eqs. (5) and (6), and other 
quantities follow from it:
A kBr  y i n  z f  +  y u P- l y « p r > / > .  ( 1  la)2
| i  =  * f l X l n Z “ F + ^ X
Ol p i p
(lib)
e  = a  +  T S = x  u P +  x  < * p * )p ■
p p 2 p
(11c)
In order to get the entropy in its final form [Eq. (l ib)] we 
have made use of 'LpidH™F/ d T ) P =  i d / d T  {<P™¥) P , 
which follows from Eq. (7).
C. Simple libron theory
The mean field treatment described above provides us 
with a set of single particle states \ip(P\{2P)) and correspond­
ing single particle energies £(a) given by
H r [ n P ) W ( n P ) )  =  i % \ a P) ) , (1 2 )
where all mean field Hamiltonians have the same symmetry, 
and therefore all energies are independent of P. Because 
H  ™¥({2P) depends on the temperature T, the states and ener­
gies also depend on T. From the single particle states we now 
obtain mean field states for the crystal:
= W ? ^ n x) ) \ ^ \ n 2) ) . . ^ ( n ZN) ) , (13)
where Z  is the number of molecules in the unit cell and N  the 
number of unit cells. In the construction of these states we 
have taken into account the complete anisotropy and anhar- 
monicity of the Hamiltonian. The mean field states do not 
show, however, any correlation between the motion of dif­
ferent molecules. The simplest way to obtain “correlated 
states” is by diagonalization of the full Hamiltonian in the 
subspace spanned by the mean field states (13) (at T  =  0 K) 
with at most one a,- different from zero, where \x{j[P](i2P)) 
denotes the ground state at position P. It is not difficult to 
show that the Brillouin theorem is valid in this case (i.e., 
when T =  0 K):
(14)
Here | V  £*F) denotes the mean field ground state of the crys­
tal and | a crystal state with an excitation to the single 
particle state a  at position P. From this theorem it follows 
that the ground state remains unchanged and that we can 
find the excitation energies of the crystal from a diagonaliza­
tion of H  = H  — \ H \ V q ) in a basis of excited states. 
In order to diagonalize H, we adapt this basis to the transla­
tion symmetry of the crystal, i.e., we take basis functions
V*  •>a , i  f
i X <q-R, [T/ M F  \^  a ,(  n,i |  /  * (15)
n
In this basis H  is diagonal in q, and its elements are
=8LfSa,a.{é^-é^) +  * (q )a ,0., , (16a)
) .  (16b)
age is equivalent to the thermodynamic average, which al­
lowed us to substitute Eq. (7). In the sum in Eq. (16b) the self- 
interaction <PPP must be put equal to zero. Introducing Eq. 
(13b) into Eq. (16b) we find
* ( q W . r  =  l '  2 ' <*To’,„ > Z ^ X ( q \ U ' )
ll,m] l2,m2




From the discussion preceding Eq. (9) it is clear that we need 
to calculate only the matrix elements of the standard mole­
cule P\ the others follow from
w i c ?  w > = x  d *\[o p.) . (18)
m
The diagonalization of H  leads to a set of approximate 
crystal states, which are linear combinations of the functions 
defined by Eq. (15), and which have the wave vector q as one 
of their quantum labels. These states are called librons; the 
theory was first formulated in this context by Raich.18
n
D. The random phase or time-dependent Hartree 
approximation
A shortcoming of the theory described in the preceding 
subsection is the absence of correlation between the molecu­
lar motions in the ground state. The simplest theory which 
incorporates correlation effects into the ground state is based 
on the random phase approximation. In this approxima­
tion,21,23,24 the Hamiltonian is written as a quadratic form in 
the excitation operators (E aPf  and their Hermitean conju­
gates E  aP\ the operator (E aPf  excites a molecule at position P  
from its mean field ground state to the excited state a. Linear 
terms are absent because of the Brillouin theorem, Eq. (14). 
Because the Hamiltonian contains all quadratic terms, cer­
tain matrix elements between states that differ in two excita­
tions are taken into account, and this will affect the ground 
state. The next step is to restrict a  to a few excited mean field 
states on each molecule and to approximate the commuta­
tors of E P and (E aPY as boson commutators. In Dunmore’s 
application of the random-phase approximation to a - N 2 
only the lowest (twofold degenerate) excited mean field state 
was included23,24; we investigate the effect of the higher 
states. Finally, the quadratic boson Hamiltonian is diagona- 
lized which leads to the elementary excitations of the crystal.
It is well known32,33 in the case of many-fermion sys­
tems, that the equations which result from the random phase 
approximation can be derived in many alternative ways. In 
our case too, the final equations can be found34 in several 
ways. In an Appendix we shall give a derivation by means of  
the time-dependent Hartree (TDH) method.16,35,36 We do 
this because the TDH  formulas are related to the stability 
conditions for the mean field solutions which we investigate 
in paper II and, moreover, because we wish to generalize the 
theory, in paper III, in order to attack the problem of rota- 
tion-translation coupling.
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With any lattice Hamiltonian it is possible to label the excitation energies of the crystal i£a (q) — ^ ( q )  can be found 
states and corresponding energies with a vector q from the as the eigenvalues A { k  ’(q) of a matrix M(q) which has the
first Brillouin zone. The result of the Appendix is that the
________________________________________________________ I
structure
M  (q) B(q)
B(q)
— B(q)
A +  B(q)
p  o y x - * ( q )
o  P
®(q)
<D(q) x  -  ^(q)
(19)
It is not difficult to demonstrate that to every positive eigen­
value there corresponds a negative eigenvalue of the same 
absolute value; this is related to the fact that with any excita­
tion isa(q) — Ep (q) there is a deexcitation Ep(q) — E a (q). 
Moreover, it is not difficult to prove33 that the squares of the 
A  (A:,(q) are determined by the symmetric generalized eigen­
value problem:
tx  — 20(q )]c [A l<:|(q)j2P _1x _1P _ l c (20)
with 0  (q)a>/;a',r given by Eq. (16b). The diagonal matrices P  
and x  are defined by
Sa* S,r (P la) -  P n .
Xa,i;a'f
¿a) _  6(0)
p(a) _  p(0) (21a)
and the matrices A and B by
A = PX>
B(q) =  PcD(q) . (21b)
In the limit 7 1—► 0, the occupation numbers P  (0) and P (a) are 1 
and 0, respectively, and Eqs. (19) and (21a) and (21b) are 
identical to the RPA equation. For T>  0, there is a slight 
difference between the time-dependent Hartree method and 
the RPA method.
There exists a simple relation between the RPA results 
and the results of Raichs libron theory (see Sec. II C). In the 
limit 7’—►0, the left upper matrix A — B(q) of M(q), with A 
and B(q) given by Eqs. (21a) and (21b) is identical to the ma­
trix defined by Eqs. (16a) and (16b). If one restricts the basis 
to the first excited mean field level for each particle, A is a 
constant times the unit matrix. In that case, one finds34 the 
following simple relation:
A  (*>(q) =  [2(6°' -  é 0))ftcü^>(q) -  (e<1) e i0))2 J) 1/2 (22 )
between the RPA excitation energies A ( k  ’(q) and the excita­
tion energies fico[k *(q) obtained by means of the simple libron 
theory of Sec. II C.
r
. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. General remarks
We have performed our calculations with the ab initio 
calculated potential of Bems and van der Avoird.9 The coef­
ficients in the spherical expansion of this potential are given 
by
(px(R ) =  C fxp exp{aR 2 + bR + c}
_|_ Q  mult f t  — (/, +  l2 +  1)
+ C[6]R - 6 + C[S)R  -*  + C[l0)R-  8 -  10 (23)
For the sake of completeness we have reproduced in Table I 
the coefficients which together specify the potential.
In order to solve the mean field equation we have im­
posed the experimentally observed symmetry on the solu­
tions. A schematic drawing of the crystal structures is given 
in Fig. 1. As to the choice of the cell parameters, let us make a 
few remarks. In a combined mean field treatment of the 
translational and rotational degrees of freedom, which will 
be given in paper III, one can vary the cell parameters in 
order to obtain the free energy A as a function of V  and T. 
Using the thermodynamic data of the vapor, which are easy 
to calculate, one can then calculate the cell parameters of the 
crystal along the solid-vapor equilibrium line. These cell pa­
rameters should actually be used in a study of the dynamics 
of the crystals, i.e., in the formulas which eventually yield 
the libron frequencies. Since we treat only the rotational de­
grees of freedom in the present paper, however, this proce­
dure would lead to too small values of the cell parameters, 
and it would be unreasonable to compare the calculated li­
bron frequencies with the experimental ones. Therefore, we 
have chosen to effectively average over the translational 
phonons by using the experimental cell parameters, which 
are given in Fig. 1.
We have performed the mean field calculations not in 
the usual basis of spherical harmonics, but in a basis of tes- 
seral harmonics, because then the mean field Hamiltonian is 
real and symmetric. The tesseral harmonics are defined as
s U m  ( n  )
Si,0 )
2 / +  1 
87T 
2/ +  1
1/2
( ( - 1  r c M  + c i ' j f l ) ) ,
1/2
4 7T
s , . m  ( n  ) I
2/ +  1 
877
1/2
Matrix elements are easily obtained by use of 26
d a
477
c ^ \ ( n ) c t l ( n ) c ^ n n ) l\ 2^ h /1 I
0 0 0/  V/77, m
m> 0 ,
m =  0 ,
f ( - i r  o ' }m\n ) - c ^ n \ \ , m<o . (24)
13
m (25)
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TA B LE I. Expansion coefficients of the ab initio N 2- N 2 potential.
a =  — 20.5 n m ~ \  b =  — 23.3 n m “ c =  8.833 47
/, k h C ~ p* multb c ¡ í|C c | 8|i C,l10t*
0 0 0 44.258 -  4.231 x i c r 3 — 2.946 X 10-4 — 2.239X 10-3
2 0 2 119.355 -  9.075x i c r 4 — 2.639X 10-4 — 2.987X 10-5
2 2 0 14.735 -  1.882X10“ 5 -  3.049 X 1 0 " 6 -  1.128X 10~ 6
2 2 2 -  52.928 -  5.037X 10-5 1.147X 10~ 5 4.128X 10-6
2 2 4 197.31 2.774X 10~ 2 -  5.457X 10-4 — 7.398X 10-5 -  1.829X 10~ 5
4 0 4 38.781
4 2 2 4.710
4 2 4 -  14.731
4 2 6 76.213 1.851 X 10-3
4 4 0 0.045
4 4 2 - 0.121
4 4 4 0.702
4 4 6 - 4 .2 5 1
4 4 8 38.407 2.255 X 10~ 4
6 0 6 5.057
6 2 4 0.266
6 2 6 -  1.657
6 2 8 13.263 2.814X 10-5
“In kJ m ol- 1 . 
bIn kJ m o l-1 nm (/' + /j + l(. 
c In kJ m ol“ 1 nm 6. 
d In kJ m o l-1 nm 8.
0In kJ m o l“ 1 n m 10.
max
We have always assumed that the crystal was composed of  
either ortho molecules only, or para molecules only. In those 
cases the basis was restricted to tesseral harmonics with even 
or odd /, respectively. All functions were included up to 
/max =  10/9 inclusive for ortho/para a-nitrogen, and to /,
=  12/11 for ortho/para ^-nitrogen. This was always suffi­
cient37 to have the ground state energy converged to within
0.5 cm - 1 and the first excited state to within 1 cm - 1 .
In a-nitrogen we have extended the lattice summations
over six shells. This means that we have neglected the poten­
tial for all values of the intermolecular distance beyond 9.87 
A. The same interaction radius has been used in ¡3 and y  
nitrogen. In Dunmore’s calculations23,24 on a - N 2 he has as­
sumed that the effective lattice potential has cylindrical sym­
metry around the molecular equilibrium axes (the body dia­
gonals of the cubic unit cell, see Fig. 1). We have not made 
this assumption, but we have found that the only noncylin- 
drical C (U(i2P) contributions to the potential [see Eq. (8a)] 
which are not vanishing because of the symmetry, i.e., the 
m = ±  3 (in a local frame with the Z  axis along the body 
diagonal), have actually very small effects on the final re­
sults.
Finally, we have used the value B  =  24.080 977 
J m ol-1 =  2.012 986 4 cm -1 for the rotation constant of N n.
mean field wave functions and presented in Fig. 3. In the 
following we shall discuss these results for each modification 
separately. The thermodynamic properties and the a-/3 
phase transition will be discussed in paper II.
In a-nitrogen the single particle energy levels group to­
gether in such a way that the spectrum becomes very similar 
to that of a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator. This is true 
for the ortho as well as for the para species. Moreover, the







B. Mean field results
In Fig. 2 we have presented the single particle excitation 
energies obtained from the mean field calculations. A l­
though the mean field excitation energies do not readily 
compare with the excitation energies of the whole crystal, 
the mean field spectra nevertheless give some interesting in­
formation on the average motions of the individual mole­
cules. Additional information can be obtained from the
probability densities which we have calculated from the FIG. 2. Calculated mean field levels for the librations in a  and y  nitrogen
0 0
a-ortho a-para y-ortho y-para
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0C- N2 groundstate ip
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This suggestion is confirmed by the probability densities in 
Fig. 3(a). This figure pertains to the ortho species at tempera­
ture r = 0 K ;  analogous figures for nonzero temperatures 
below 40 K, and also those for/?ara-nitrogen are qualitative­
ly similar. We clearly observe that the orientations of the 
molecules are localized around the [1, 1, 1] axes, which is in 
agreement with the experimental findings [see Fig. 1(a)]. Be­
cause of the special way of plotting, i.e., 0 being proportional 
to the radius of the representation point, we also see clearly 
the symmetry of the density as a function of 6 and (f). An 
interesting quantity, measuring the amount of delocaliza­
tion, is the order parameter S  = {P2(cos 6 )) where 0 is now 
taken relative to the equilibrium [1, 1, 1] axes and the brack­
ets denote a thermodynamic average. At T  =  0 K we find 
S  =  0.885, which should be compared with the experimen­
tal4 result S expt =  0.863. The fact that our value is somewhat 
larger than the experimental one means that our ground 
state wave function is not sufficiently delocalized. Previous 
mean field calculations,38 using only quadrupole-quadru- 
pole interactions, also led to too large a value of S  
(S =  0.890).
In Fig. 4 we have plotted the variation of the order pa­
rameter S  with the temperature. The calculated variation is 
mainly caused by the changes in the occupation numbers of 
the mean field levels; these levels themselves change only 
very little. We observe that the calculated order parameter 
does not fall off sufficiently with increasing temperature as 
compared with the experimental one. This result is typical 
for mean field calculations.4,38,39
Also in ^-nitrogen the mean field single particle excita­
tion energies for the ortho and para species are almost identi­
cal; the small differences in the higher part of the spectrum 
are due to the fact that the energy levels here are not yet 
converged to their correct position (Zmax =  oo). The spec­
trum, in both cases, resembles that of a system of two inde­
pendent harmonic oscillators with slightly different frequen­
cies (cox =  72.1, co2 =  81.3 cm - 1 ). Again this suggests that 
the molecules perform small oscillations around their equi­
librium orientations which, as can be seen from Fig. 3(b), are 
directed along the local [1, 1,0] axes, in agreement with ex-
b
Y - N 2 groundstate ^
T = 0K
FIG . 3. Orientational probability distributions of the molecular axes in a  
[Fig. 3(a)] and y  [Fig. 3(b)] nitrogen. Contours of constant probability for the 
molecule in the origin, calculated in the mean field model, are plotted as 
functions of the polar angles (6 ,(/>) with respect to the crystal axes (Fig. 1). 
The angle 6 increases linearly with the radius of the plots from 0 (in the 
center) to ir/2 (at the boundary), $ is the phase angle.
oscillation frequencies associated with the spectra are the 
same in both cases (co =  50.4 cm - 1 ). This result is remarka­
ble because we have started with free rotor states, but it has 
been obtained previously23,24 using empirical potentials. It 
suggests that the molecules in the a  modification are local­
ized in rather deep potential wells and perform nearly iso­
tropic oscillations around their equilibrium orientations.
a - N T ( K)2
FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the (mean field) order parameter in a-
N 2.
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TABLE II. Librational frequencies in a-nitrogen (in c m " '). r = O K .
3655
r : q  = (0,0,0)
Tg Tg
* : q  =  | 
* , +
[■ - )  \ a  a a J
rms deviation
Experiment (Ref. 44) 32.3 36.3 59.7 43.6 47.2
Harmonic (Ref. 13) 40.8 50.7 74.3 55.6 58.3 12.3
SCP (Ref. 13) 39.5 48.5 70.3 52.7 55.7 9.7
ab initio Raich’s libron (this work)“ 34.5 41.8 71.7 48.0 51.0 6.5
potential R PA  (this work) 30.7 41.0 68.5 47.9 51.0 5.2
One-dimensional model (Ref. 40) 30.1 43.3 67.2 6.1
One-dimensional model (Ref. 41) 32.0 37.2 61.0 0.9
Harmonic (Ref. 6) 37.5 47.7 75.2 50.7 57.8 10.6
Semiempirical R PA  (Ref. 23) 31.5 40.3 66.4 4.5
potential RPA, Raich-M ills potential (Ref. 24) 34.4 45.4 67.4 47.0 52.8 6.2
“ Results for /max =  10 and 2 excited mean field states per molecule, for five excited states the frequencies are 34.4, 41.1, and 69.3 cm 1 (in the f  point).
periment.4 Looking at Fig. 1(c), we might guess that the 
smaller oscillation frequency pertains to an oscillation in the 
(a,b) plane, while the larger one pertains to an oscillation 
perpendicular to this plane. By inspection of the vectors cor­
responding to the mean field energy levels we have found 
that this guess is consistent with the wave functions of the 
first two excited states but not with those of the higher levels. 
The order parameter for the ground state equals 0.921, 
which indicates that the molecules in /-nitrogen are slightly 
more localized than those in a-nitrogen. The mean field re­
sults and the corresponding orientational probability distri­
butions for the ¡3 phase will be discussed in paper II.
C. Libron frequencies
In Tables II and III we have collected the librational 
phonon frequencies in a  and y  nitrogen, respectively. We 
have included in these tables the results of previous harmon­
ic and self-consistent phonon (SCP) calculations13 which 
were based on the same ab initio potential.9 These calcula­
tions have used a site-site representation of this potential, 
whereas we now have employed the potential in the form of a 
spherical expansion [see Eqs. (1) and (23) and Table I]; the 
differences between these two representations are small, 
however.9 Also included are the results of simple one-dimen­
sional model calculations40,41 which correct the SCP results
for the strong anharmonicity of the librational potential. 
Furthermore, we compare some values from harmonic6 and 
libron model23,24 calculations based on the best available se- 
miempirical potentials. Going downwards in these tables, 
we observe a systematic improvement in the results of differ­
ent dynamical models based on the same ab initio potential: 
harmonic, SCP, Raich’s libron model, and R PA (or time- 
dependent Hartree) libron model. The results of the RPA  
model, and already those of Raich’s libron model, are sub­
stantially better than those of the SCP model. The one-di­
mensional model results40,41 have indicated already that this 
is due to the failure of the SCP model (or any other quasihar­
monic model) in describing large amplitude orientational os­
cillations. The libron results practically do not change when 
higher excited mean field states are included; apparently it is 
sufficient to take only the lowest two excited states for each 
particle into account (corresponding with the two angular 
degrees of freedom). This might be different, however, when 
the mean field excitation energies are lower and the states are 
more delocalized, as one expects in the /? phase. Our best 
results, the RPA libron results, are considerably better also 
than the results of the harmonic calculations,6 and compara­
ble with the best libron results,23,24 using optimized empiri­
cal potentials. In the ab initio potential which we have used 
no fitting of the parameters to any solid state data has been 
involved, however.
TA B LE III. Librational frequencies in /-n itrogen (in cm '). T  =  0 K .
n  q =  (0,0,0)
K A 2g
rms deviation
Experiment (Ref. 43) 55.0 98.1
Harmonic (Ref. 13) 57.9 86.5 109.7 8.5
ab initio SCP (Ref. 13) 56.5 85.2 107.1 9.2
potential Raich’s libron (this work) 64.3 101.6 129.0 7.0
R P A  (this work)“ 63.8 99.6 119.9 6.3
One-dimensional model (Ref. 40) 56.5 87.6 104.6 7.5
Semiempirical Harmonic (Ref. 6) 50.5 74.8 105.1 16.8
potential
“ Results for /majl =  12 and 2 excited mean field states included per molecule. For /mux =  10 and 2 excited states the frequencies are 64.9, 101.9, and 122.7 
c m - 1 and for /mnx =  10 and 5 excited states: 64.7, 101.9, and 122.7 c m “ 1.
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IV. CONCLUSION
From the results discussed in the previous section we 
can observe that the libron models presented in this paper, 
when applied with the ab initio N 2- N 2 potential of Bems and 
van der Avoird,9 yield very good agreement with the experi­
mental data for a  and y  nitrogen. Assuming the center of 
mass lattice without predetermined orientations of the N 2 
molecules, the experimentally observed structures come out 
of mean field calculations. The collective orientational oscil­
lations of the molecules (librational phonons or librons) 
around these equilibrium structures are described by means 
of the libron models. The frequencies emerging from these 
libron models are very accurate indeed, for all the measured 
points42,43 where the translational phonons may be consid­
ered to be decoupled from the librations, because of the sym­
metry. This leads to the following conclusions:
(i) The ab initio N 2- N 2 potential of Bems and van der 
Avoird is quite realistic, also in its orientational dependence 
(anisotropy). Its distance dependence has already been tested 
in SCP calculations13 which gave accurate results for the 
translational phonon frequencies.
(ii) The libron model works very well, at least for the 
pure librational motions in the ordered molecular solids, a  
and y  nitrogen. In the next paper (II) we look at orientation- 
ally disordered solids, /? nitrogen, and in a subsequent paper 
(III), at the effect of translational-rotational coupling which 
should be included at least for those lattice vibrations where 
no decoupling occurs due to symmetry. Actually, this de­
coupling holds only for some specific points in the Brillouin 
zone. In calculating observable properties as thermodynam­
ic averages one should (numerically) integrate over the com­
plete zone, including all the mixed mode points.
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APPENDIX
In this Appendix we briefly present the time-dependent 
Hartree theory for the dynamics of molecular crystals which 
can be used to derive Eqs. (19) and (20). It starts by applying a
small perturbation Ah ( t ) to the crystal. The Hamiltonian of 
the system is then
H (t )  = H  + Ah (t) , (Al)
where H  is given by Eq. (2). We write the statistical density 
operator D ( t ) as
D ( t ) = D  + AA (f) , (A2)
where D  =  exp( — [3H ) /Z  is the time-independent canonical 
density operator. The time evolution of D (t)  is given by the 
Liouville equation, which to first order in A reads
i M ( t )  =  [h (t)J)] +  [H A (t)]. (A3)
We solve this equation by taking its Fourier transform; for
A (co) = f e ,eotA (t )dt we obtain:
A (co) I
a,(3
^  a) a\[h (co),D ]\t¡}) (rp0 
fko -  (E a - E g )
(A4)
Here h (co) = Se,colh (t )dt and | \pa ) is an exact eigenstate of H  
with corresponding eigenvalue E a . The important point now 
is that A (co) has singularities for those values of co which are 
equal to some energy difference (Ea — Ep )/fi\ we shall ap­
proximately calculate these singularities for the case that 
either E a or Ep is the ground state energy.
We use a perturbation of the form h(t)  = 'LP hP(i2P, t ), 
and we write the statistical density operator in the time-de- 
pendent Hartree approximation
^ ( 0 ~ n  d P(i2Pit ),
p
d P(f2Plt ) =  d ™F(i2P) +  A8P(i2Pft ).
(A5a)
(A5b)
Here d ™F(f2P) is the time-independent mean field single par­
ticle density operator: exp[ — /3H™F(f2P)} /ZMF, with 
H™F(ilP) given by Eq. (7). As a result, in the limit A—>0, the 
system is described by the mean field approximation. To first 
order in A we get
A (co) ^ d ™ F( n x)..~8P( n Pico)...d
p
ZjV z n  ) » (A6)
where 8P(f2P,co) = f e ,col8P(f2P,t )dt. It follows that A (co) has 
singularities at the values of co where 8P(f2P,co) has singulari­
ties.
In order to calculate the singular points of 8P(f2P,co) we 
write down the Liouville equation to the first order in A, and 
perform the trace over all one-particle Hilbert spaces except 
for that of molecule P:
ifi T r * ^  y  d ™F( a l)...8P.[aP.9t )...d ^ ( n ZN) = rt8P( n P, t )
p'
Trl’£/>l H , \ [ d  ?.F( t ip  ■)
P ‘




=  [ H ? T( n P) ,d ™ (n P)} +  [ H ? ¥( n P),8P( n P,t)]  +  [<PP( n P,t ) , < F|/3PI] +  [hP( n P, t ) , d ™ ( n P) ] , 




The superscripts of the trace operators are self-explanatory. In the first step we have made use of Tr 8P(ilPit ) =  0, which 
follows from Eq. (A5b). Verification of the last step in Eq. (A7a) is somewhat tedious but straightforward. The first commuta-
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tor following the last equal sign in Eq. (A7a) is of course equal to zero. The next step is to Fourier transform Eqs. (A7a) and
(A7b) and to calculate the matrix elements {\p(P]\8P( o ) ) \ ^ ])\ the operator then follows from
s P( a P,co) =  X  |f ? \ n P \ n P)
a ,  p




{ W \ 8 P[a ) W ' )  =  ^  ^  a ' ß A q ]
k  fic o  — A  ,/n(q)
(A9)
The precise form of B  £  ]p  p  (q) is not important; suffice it to say that it originates from the last commutator in Eq. (A7a). A [ K  ’(q) 
are the eigenvalues of a matrix M(q) with elements
M a, M r s  W =  -  e<*') -  ( P w -  P {0]) Y  |<P|o,Mn.r, I l C i  C /1 > - (A 1°)
n
where P [a] = (rp(P]\ d ^ F\ip(P]). From Eqs. (A4), (A6), (A8), and (A9) we conclude that the eigenvalues A  |K)(q) provide the 
approximate energy differences E (a) — E (0 K It is clear from Eq. (A 10) that the rows of M(q) for which ¿ a] =  ^  p ’ are identically 
equal to zero. We shall omit these rows and the corresponding columns, because we are only interested in the eigenvalues 
A (K ’(q) that are not trivially equal to zero (the zeros correspond to the diagonal terms in Eq. (A4). Finally, if we use the fact that 
the mean field states are real, we can arrange the indices such that M(q) has the structure given in Eq. (19).
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